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Special Instrumentation Developed for ARO and ROTOS FC1 Experiments:
High Temperature Ultrasonic &cnsor ad Dynamic Level Sensor
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Absir-ict

Development and application of special instrumentation for FARO and KROTOS fuel-coolain interaction c,pcrirncnLs
at JC-Ispra = dscribed. A tmperawresensor b=d on ulu=nic techniques is described with the discussion on the
improvements in snsor fabrication technique and dsign. The senskr can be used tomessure. temperantres in he ange from
3900 QC to 300 C with a accuracy of ±50 'C. The design allows local temperatur masurements in multiple znes
alon,, the sensor element. This sensor has been used successfully in a nmber of FARO experiments whcrc tcrapcraturc
distributions in molLcn corium pools have been measured- It will be also used in the future Phebus P test& Futhennore,
& water lvel meter sensor based on the tme domain rc8ectornetry technique is descriW. This high seed snsor 11OW3
monitorinS of liquid cvc] under vry emanding ambient conditions. s e.g. MPa. 550 K in FARO. This sensor hm bn
succes.sfully applied in a umber of RO and KROTOS E&-ts where the water lvel rise caused by a molten cnriurn and
AIIO:t pours have been measured.
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I Ultrusonic Temperature erkSors 7, 9 10. 11, 12, 13. 141 refractory metal-,; hav ben cho-
sen. By creating acoustic discontinuities on ic sensor rod
made of such rfractory metal. echoes can b generated A

1.1 Introduction temperature mcasurcmenE can hen he rcalisod by thning the

arrival Eimas of these echoes and usina th kuwn distance
Ultrasonic uniometry has been intensively studied in the between the acoustic discontinuities and the dependence of
pwsi with various applications in high umpe.31111`0 Measure- sound speed on he mean temperature between these acous-
nicrits 4-16J. I'lie ain problems hve been rlated to ma- tic discontinuities.
tcrialt und to optimisc a design for a Particular measure-
ment task. A urasonic temperature sensor design The speed. v, of ongitudinal wavcs in a thin aveffuide
for FARO ests f 1. 21 is presented here with a dismssion on (diameter less than on tnth of te waivelanath) is given by

special abrication steps at JRC Ispra. the following formula:

One of the kev initial conditions t measure in FARO tests

is the initial corium melt temperature. To measurc it, he v(T) = E(T)

FARO special instrumentation group ha dveloped UTS. p(T)

Vafiou. versions of them bave been successfully applied

siricc the beginning of the FARO programme. 1990. 71ic where E is Young's modulus, p is the specific mms and T
development oftlicse sensors progresses in parallel with the is the bsolute w-tripurature. Since the mass and Young's
FARO icst prograinnitallowing the experience pined from modulus vary with tempwarure, so dom the speed of sound.
th tst% (see Section 2 to be fed back to tho design. As the Generally te speed of sound in solids decreases with tem-

technology has matured. mom challenging titeasuremats pcniture, maWy because Young's modulus decreases with

hav bcn crried out. Recently, some improvements have temperature. Nvcrtbclcss. te rlationship between the

been realiscd in the fabrication part thus improving the rcli- temperature and the speed of sound is not explicit and cali-

ability of the sesnors. bration must be used.

In general utrasonic thermometry is mostly used to mca-

sur tmperatures in the range of I 00 'C to 3 00 'C One

of the interesting features ofUrS's is that it allows, the mea. 1.3 Sensor Components

surement, of temperature distributions. A ssor with 40

measurement zones has been used at Ispra in the past for Fig. I presents schematically the two ype.% of UTS's cur-

sdium temperature measurement Another major advan- really used for FARO: wo 3-zone serksors re mounted on

iagc of UTS is thai it can be u3cd t tmperatures near to the the leas vssel side wall and a -zone sensor is mountcd

sensor material inelting point ex. 34 IC for tungsten). in te release vessel delivery no7.7Jc (2). Both re made of& cr
This is -I 000 'C higher than the maximum temperature 0.6 mm diameter tungsten "rods- protected by a 4 mm r 

that an he masured with thermocouples. mm diameter tun-sten sheath. The enso i weldcd to a I

Onc rawback i that the snsing rod ust not be in me- mm diameter VactifluxTi'licastictustrictive rod on which an

chanical contact with solid pieces which may be present in emitting/rectiving coil is mounted. The other eittminity of

the liquid. If this occurs, spurious hoes are created at the magnemstrictive rod is inserted in a damper. Tbc stain-
lesssteel housin- is used for potection against pressure (UP

the point-, of contact. Tbus a sheath must b used. Some a
. . to I MPa in the FARO test section).

problems may also exist due to axial thermal conducuo in

the metallic sensor ad in the sheath (like in thermocov- Th seps in makint, an M measurement rc the follow-

Pics) 13 . ins:

Tn the following section, the measurement principic is ut-

I ned. Then the different parts of the sensor am briefly d. I A short-duration coustic plse is eitted into the sen-

scribed with the cibration procedure and error analysis. sor rod using the tansducer.

Th conclude, some rsults obtained with the dee=ibed UTS

,4ystcrr. arc shown. 2. The acoustic pulse travels along the sensor. on which

acoustic discontinuities such as notches hv bcn ma-

chined to produce successive partial reflections of te

1.2 Measurement Principle incoming signal.

3. The reflected waves ravel back t the ransducer and

Uhriuonic thermometry utilises the dependency of the am converted into electi.- signals.

acoustic velocity on temperature of the transinimion
medium. 'The rnedium can be -as, liquid or any solid. bct 4. These time based signals arc converted to voltage lev-
for all Me pricrical high :emperAuire applications 14. 3. 0. els orreslx)nding To The emperature.
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The time delay. St. between two successive echoes is related extensional waves exist nly if the rod diamete is
to the mean speed of sound between the two discontinuities lower than 1/10th of the longitudinal waveicngth. at a
by the formula: given MLluency. For tungsten at 500 kHz. his mean,

that the iameter must be lower than 0.8 mm. If i is

&t 21 larger. other types of waves. most or wwch are di.%pcr-
(2) sive, propagate and the acoustic response of the system

V(T) is much more complicated,

wbere I is the distance between the discontinui6es, T is the a ft)r the saine tansducer coil, a smaller diameter will
temperature and v is the speed of longitudinal waves. give a lar.-craignal amplitude. 

The .cns(yr is divided into mmurin.- zones bounded by
two acoustic diicontinuiLics. IU minimum zone length
is determined by the interference between the choes Erom
two successive discontinuities. The acoustic discontinuities
must be created artificially n he rod in omler to delimit
the zones. Several techniques of making them have been
reported in the literature 113, 4. 11. ather than trying to

- .-I repeat precisel a erWn shape for notches as done pre-
viously. the fabrication procedure used at Ispra 1171 con-
trols the signal in the sensor d while the grooves are Ma-
chined. This feedback allows a better control on the final
signal shape. The axial pecision of h ntch position is
around 0 I mm with this procedure. This does not affect the
temperature measurement because each emperature zone is

calibrated.

Fig. 1: CuffcnE UTS Designs for 3 and Measurcment J.3.2 Tmwducer Centrally, the ultmwnic ransducer
Zones designs eported in the iterature arc all basc4 on M2gnr--

restrictions i.e. the expansion of a rrivitiagricdc material
under magnetic induction variations. Practically a magne-
tostrictiv tansducer i a rod made of a material subject co

1.3.1 Senser Rml The acoustic 'time-of-flight- ca- this effect and an electric coil.

surements m made using a od of refractory material 'The transducer lectrical pan consists of a coil producing
on which notches have been machined to reflect aoustic the required magnetic field. It should be designed to op-
waves. The snsor clement must have good propagation erate at high fquency because it increases the snsitivity
pmperties in the opeming range. Wthin 2M3000 C of the snsor. In practice, a frequency in the nge of 200
range, tungsten and rhenium can be used. However, the to 700'kHz is sufficient for 10 mm long masuring zones.
attenuation in pure rheniurn or ungsten riscs sharply above, If smaller zones were necessary, higher fTc4ucncics would
I 00 and 2300 'C. respectively. Furthcrmorc. h termal be rquired. More powerful acoustic pulses am needed for
cycling that the snsor am exposed will influence the crys- longer UTS.
talline tructure of dw-se pure mamrials and their Wermome,
ch3nical properties can change. herefore, ungsten doped The connection between die sensor rod and the transducer
by thoria. alumina. -silica and potassium as snsor rod ma- must be such that he is A good acoustic coupling. To
terial is preferred, because the dopands will pevent or re- ensure a strong coupling betyteen ft wo metals, they are
strict cystal rowth and, consequently. the change of ther- percussive-arc welded (butt-welded). This solution was
mophysical properties during thermal cycling. The LoW rod also chosen by Carlson et al. al Sandia National Labors-
Icno is a function of the measurement zone dimension. It torien 6].
isliinit*dbv theattenuationnfultragonicwavesathightcm-
pcraturcs 'Me longest sensor clement mudc for FARO tests
had a 20 cru long sensing ngth. The optimal diwnctcr of 1.5.3 Sheath Contact of the snse rod with liquids and
the sensing rod f iven length depends n several f=nrs: gases des not create acoustic disconEinuitics for longitudi-

nal guidcdw;ivcs. On the conuw7, strung contacts between
the sensor rod and solids create acoustic discontinuities and

thin rtW hve a smaller hcrtnal, iner6a and thus the thus spurious echoes that can interfere with the choes front
sensor h a horter response time, the notches. A sb&idi is useO to prevent the..;e echoes.
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One ofthe major problems with tung%Lcn TS is the o- Then the urren i automatically varied su hat the tern-
calledsticking which can appear between Ehc.;cnsor rod and pcrature range i swccpcd and a alibration curve can be
t1w sheath. It is a oosc ype of diffusion weld that occurs obtained comparing the output volutgc with the pyrometer
abov I 00 OC and creates contacts btween the rod and readings. Thus both th snsor nd its electronics are Cali-
the sheath. This can modify the rflectio pttern :,o timit brated to-ether. ig 2 illustrate. a ypical calibration curve
the. signal is no more useful for tlictmorrictry. Pan literature (in C vs V).
descrihe a mt= of different isprproachos to avoid this by
coating 12] or by special spacers [11 61. 'Me mthod used
in the psent design is o use tungsten wirt-cloth wound
arou nd the sensor. With a I 0 I DO mesh of 0A mm diam-
eter wire no ticking up to 3000 OC ocurs.

1.3.4 Electronic.; Tb snsor electronics i quite Stan-
clard. The puIscr gencrate rctangular pulses (-I 00 V at
100 F17). A clamp diode is used to suppress oscillations.
With the pulser connected to the low impedance transducer
coil, the pulse asts a few microseconds.

A� 3M

7be signal coming back rom te sensor i% h;Sh-pass filtered

(at 100 R7) to reject 50 HA noise. 7be i is fed to a prearn- Ag. 2. VrS Calibration Curve

plifier with a low-pass cut-off at 2.3 MHz. Mw preamplified
signal is then fed to a booster to adopt mpedances. Rom a
trier"er (stan f the puls;e) a window is set corresponding to
(he dlay between the trigger and the first =bo of interest.
A comparator. %%ith an adjustable level is ued to select the 1-3 r"" aalysis
pulses of inLcmt. Then for each pulse, a differentiator and a
zero-crossing detector am used to obtain the pak positions; Front 34ustion 2 the measurement sensitivity is given by:
precisely. Te produced ignal is sent to a inary counter
and its dcoder. DAt 2 OD 2D

At his stage, for each measurement zone, them is a eparate &T = v aT V2 oT (3)
pulsc whose period depends on the temperature of the zone.
The time interval is determined with a tartisgop/rrsl inLc_ where the first term represent. the thermal dilation contri-
grator cnnected to a diode so that e level remains con- bution (about IO % of the total) ad the second the effec of
stant after the integration has stoppA Finally, the signs is speed of sound variations. for tun,-Sten above 1600 'C. the
sampled and held so that the output voltage is function of sensitivit i around 09 ns/ IC/cm (for 10 mm long nto-
the time pricxl between two successive cchucs. The tem- suremcnit zones). A dtailed general error analysis hs been
pcrature in cach zne can hen b calculated rorn the cali- described y Lutift eL al (IS].

bration curve. Mv- main muses of rror and teir csti=tions are the foi-

lowing:

1A Calibration

a the pyrornctcr precision (including the uncertainty on
Ultrasoniesensors need alibration for each mc-.tsurcmcnt the cmissivity of ttm8stcn) is of I- 25 'C in its calibra-
zone. since the del3y tim dpends on the exact length of tion rnge. Th6 intrudes te instrument noise ad the
the zone and physical properties of the sensor rod material. errors due to the calibration lamp.

For the calibration. the tungsten snsor is directly heated * only o; oint is easured. It has been erified
by an electric current: the rod is used as an incandescent- that provided the two copper contac- are sufficiently
lainp wire inside a quartz tube in which here is a neutral spaced, the tmperature n all the zones is cnstant
.Ras (argon) low. Two copper contacb rc ttached to the within ± 20 "C.
rod nd-; for connacmion to Ow electrical pwer upply A
hichromatic pyrometu, which is periodically rccalibrAcd & the quarm Eubc might have an cfc:t in the optical mca-
against a calibration himp. is used to measure the itingsten surctrictit. it is cleaned the uncertainty can �c sti-
surface temperature. inated to be - 15 "C.

In a first staSc. the snior rod is heated nd MinMiAcd at * the tranimis,-ion line istortion and the cccivcr lcc-
28(K)t-2900 IC for 40 to stabilise the crystalline structure. ironies instabilities are within -;- 20 ns 20 'C).
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• the random noisc is reduced by averaging to 15 C, Fig. 4 shows melt temperatures mcusureAl by the orizontal
UrS mounted in th rlease nozzle in RO test L09 In

• the UTS alibration might drift with theffnal ycLng this pwrticular test, the melt 100 kS of 76w%'UO2- 19W%

of the sensor. This cffcct is not significant with doped &0�- 5% Zr mlting point 2700 K) was not frther de-
tungsten probes for measuterrictits f less tha 3 hours, livered to the water. c US ad a protection sheat of

• th. polynornial fit has an uncertainty of 4- 15 'C. diameter 5 mm and diicknens 0.5 mm. '11w sensing element
had zones ach 10 mm long i the centra prt 1. The
zones were umbered consecutively from I to 5. zone 3 be-

Tbe crrors arc stunmed and an overall error Of -_�- .0 'C i ing on the ctritreline. 7ime zero in Fig. 4 corresponds to
estimated. This uncertainty estimation concerns the sensor the start of melt release from the urnaCe to he micasc Yes-
rod. The effect of the sheath and of the insertion of th sn- scl. AL time round 2s. the nielt front arrived in th rlease
sor in the medium can be important, As discussed i�y Maga- vessel and the UTS temperature started o increase. At time
lion 13). around 15 s a plateau was reached. A temperature profile

The measurement unccrtainty can b rduced in several across the channel can asily b established. A maximum
ways: melt emperature of 3 1 00 K was inzasured in the centre of

the channel. he temperature decreased when going from
the centre towards the cold wall.

* ngthening the measurement zone to increase the time

between echoes,

* raising the pulse frequency to raise the time delay mea-

surement accuracy,

9 averaging over a larger scries of meaurcmicriu.

1.6 Verification of Ternperatum Calibration

In 1992, the following tests were madc to verity the UTS

calibration procedure. A small 99.99 % pure ninhiurn wire

was wound around a calibrated UTS on one of the zones.

Then it has been inserted in he calibration quartz tube

(which was held horizontally) and was electrically hearet
When the niobium melted the UrS echo was alicrcd. The

last measured values must thus correspond to the niobium
melting point In the two runs carried out, the mcIting point Mtg.3. UTS Configuratiorl for F.6,RO Release Vessel

of 2490 "C and 2510 *C were measured. The hiblioSra-

phy provides various values: The nioNum provider, Pi

AG Reurm. Austria. indicates a treating point of 2497'*C.

Espe 191 reported a value of 2500 IC, while the London 2 LevelMeters Based on Time Domain Reflectometry
Institute of Metals, UK, reports a value of 2468 IC. The

average value of these reported values is 2499 IC. So the

maximum deviation from this average value is 22 *C and 2.1 Introduction

therefore within reported uncertainty band of 50 "C.

Both FARO and TCROTOS experiment% I 1. 2.20,211 require

1.7 Application ofUTS in FARO measurements of void fraction 2s the injected melt pcnc-
trams the water pool. While local void fraction sensors am

under development and evaluation. the integral void frac-
UTS have been used in FARO since the beginning of the tion can be obtained by umuri"s the level of the water
FARO test programme. The results have been of &reat im- pool.

portance in verifying the initial n-eJt temperatures prior to

release into the test section. A typical measurement sct-up 1-hie demanding ambient conditions. e.g. 5.0 MPa and 550

of UTS is shown in Fig. 3. The release vessel is a container K in FARO, during the test and the response Veed require-

which temptuarily colicets the coriurn melt from the EM0 merits (level increase speeds up to 5 M) limits the Choict

furnace before release to the water (2]. The melt narmally of available techniques for level swell measurement. For a

stands in the vessel for a fcw seconds. which is sufficient for high rate of change of levcl caused by the fucl-coolant in-

the UIN witsors. initially at room temperature, to measure teractions. it is not polmble to use a sensor %Ith a ll(Y,)E due
the temperature of the melt. to limit2tion of response speed set by inertia of the Boat.
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Fig. 5: Idcahsed Response of a Cable to Sep Change

Also radar. acoustic, lectromagnetic or opLic bed tech- If th gometry of the cable or he dielectric constan of
niques are difficult due to the presence of many bstruction
in the st vessels and due to the close roximity of the -alls the capacitive part changes also the impedance of the able

that creace echoes and reBectionz. Special requirements are changes. Such a change can be generated by immersing the

also set in regard to sim Z cable into the water, for instance. Since there is a igTiificant
. pficity nd ruggedness of Ee de- difference between the dielectric constant of air and wa= a

sign because in KROTOS. in particular, explosive interac- significant chuge of impedance is aso produced. A ypical

tiorts can occur. Therefore. a special level meter sensor bus response of such a circUiE i shown in Fig, (on the right
been developed based on ime domain cdcctromctry (MR) side).

Ecchniqu wich basically only requires a igh htqurncy

transmission-line cable prtly submerged in he wa=. To measure the resulting signal shapes, the fct that all the

mismatches in impedances reflect back $orne of the inci-
In the following sections he measurement principle is d- dent pulse energy is exploited. Thcsc rflected echoes can

cribed. nan the caLibTadon procedure is described with be used to obtain information in time clorriwo. on changes of

discussion on sources of errors. Finally, some level swell cable configuration- T'he measured time period. _�t,. can be

measurements with hese sensors during he KROTOS tests related to the distance from [he top of th snsor cc the wa-

axe described. ter level using the pulse propagation speed given by Eua-

Lion .

2.2 Men-wrement Principle 2.3 Sensor

The measurcrticrit of liquid level is achieved with a time The sensor. which is configured as a delay I.inc. consist nor-

domain reflectometry, principle. Tis echnique has b= mally ofcopper wire wound on a lass rod which is inserted

widely used in derea:ion of cable fault e. in dc=rion in a tawess $met cube, acting as a grounded shield. Wind-

of poor physical connections in computer network cabling. ing of d4 copper wire is done solely for adding extra length

The detailed information on the physical principles of this to he cable. 'The wire is shorl; ci:rcuited to the ground al he

Lechniquc can be found in many standaxd titctronics cxt end of he ube.
and data books wich d3cribc awsmission ine analy-

sis 22. 23). 'herefor oly a brief description is given he,.r- In order to approximat t ideabzcd circuit -itb-
out a conductance between the we and cube wh

If an lectrical pulsewith a very short rise time < I s) is would reduce the signal amplitude over the istAnct) a

a-ansatimed into a cable of length. . its pmpagation speed, Tefloo'c'minsulation is used around The copper -ire. Tbus:

v, is deteri-nined by the distributed inductance. L. and ca- Elie distributed capacimce includes the contribution of the

Pa,citancc. C. of the cable. dielectrics of gas/watcr and Teflon. The munting of the
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glass rod with the cpper coil into the stainlevs-tteel tube is 2.5 Calibration Procedure and Accuracy of Level Sen.
done using small Teflon screws in order to avoidspurious sor

signa6.

Calibration of the sensors is done in a pexiglass tank. Wa-

ta level is increased in 20 mm steps and he corresponding
2.4 rectronics; voltage level is read. Two calibration curves with two dif-

ferant sensors are shown in Fig. 7.

E-.--n though he physical principle f the measurement
is relatively straightforward, the practical implementation The mensarment uncertainties am atW by geometric

with ufficient accuracy for level meter monitoring has been changes of the coiled wire, .g. thickness change of glass

harder t achieve. This challenge is imposed by the signal rod or small changes in the coil pitch. Since calibration ac-

propagation rpeeds which arc xtremely high. Electronics counts for dicbm ffects, the main source of ucertainty lies

has to he used to Sencrate pulses with a very high rise time in the electronics measuring thu tinting of the reflections.

and to dtect and masure the resulting very sort time in- Repeated alibrations ave shown that th rsolution of the

tcrvals between echoes. sensor is about : 2 mm.

A;Q- U
RATOR -J L

&IM "rEGRATOA via . ... ...

3V40A WMW - -----
2C* Wr

rLrLrLrL

Fig. 6 Level Meter Electronics

0 140 we No 60 im 00 M so we I&V
"awww"MI

ne block diagram Of the MeaSUMMCRL CCUtrOniCS is givtn

in Fig. 6 A pulse train of 200 kHz repetition fquency Fig. 7 Calibration Curves for Level Mters with Different

is transmitted into a sensor. The pulsve aeshaped to have Sensitivities

extremely high rise time of 100 ps using astep rcovery

diode.

Tn order to determine the timing of choes hom the wve-

forms, an extremely high bandwidth ocilloscope or a lower 16 Application of Level Meters in KROTOS
speed sampling oscilloscope using equivalent-time sam-

pling technique is required. However. this would only llow

to sarripic at very low speed. Therefore a high speed signal The TDR type of level meters have been successfully uxed

processing circuitry has boon developed at JRC-Upm 71his both in ROTOS and ARO 120, 21) Snsoirs have pro-

consists of a very high speed comparator with a switching vided valuable information about the integral void &When

time of O.' S ns to set the reference level for zero cossing in e ten section. fig. ilustrates how lvel meters are

detection. This allows the measurement of the time interval placed along the mu stion walls in KRaMS tsts A

(At,) of the signal produced in he part of snsor whic i pair of snsors (LEVI and LEV2) arc used Lo discriminate

in the o& After the comparator. the pulse. whosc Icnttb s a level swell caused by wavinexx r sloshing" of te water

now dependent on the tmvel ti= is sent to a simple integm- surtace. Fig 9 iumates A masurement of a level swell

Eor in which the time based signal is translated to a voltage of a ROTOS rest were hot A1203 melt at 2800 C ws

level. ThLs voltage is maintained by a diode circuit until ft poured in water. The oscillations in the water level am cre-

next measurement is done. ated y hot melt boiling at the bottom of the tes sction

creating large bubbles that ise to the surfice. Fig. IO illus-

Since the masurement is repeated each time a now plse trat" a measuminent of a very rapid water level rise aking
i.q sent. i.e. at 200 kHz, the masurement i realised prac. place during pouting of trialten coriurn at 2300 IC. The wa-

tically continuousky. Even though a careful onsecration ter lvel increases with speed of about 36 m/s indicating
or all the pysical properties would allow etermination of dul a water lug was ejected from the test section. After

WWVJ )evi dmudy [uutE4uaLivu4 a u1%nu:A1aiXhLftnwaud cjcvLivl1 pmLw. dig vvatc, Gul cuicazm u1stil. %t 13 s he

process ol'unlibrition is used wich is dcscribed in the next pool is disturbed symmetrically by a as release from the

section. bottom.
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Fig. 10: Rapid Level Swell in KROTOS UC)2-ZrO-. est

Fig. 8: Level Meter Setup in KROTOS e.g. Wa. 550 K in FARO. This sensor as been c-
cessfully applied in a number of FARO and KROTOS tests
where water level riscs caused by corium and A1303 mcits
pouring into water has been measured. Tbe future develop-

3 Conclusion mcni of this sensor is to adapt it to measure, void fraction
distribution aong thesensor.

Development and application of special instrurnentation for AckDOWIltdRements

FARU and KROTOS fuel-coolant interaction experiments Contribution of C. Journeau CEA. in the framc of Collab-
at TRC.].%pri hav ben discussed. A emperature sensor
based on ultrasonic technique was described. The sensor orauon Agreement: CFA-C 3878/V2997-00l. IRC- 1 1616-
can he used to measure temperatures in thic range from I goo 96-01 SOED ISP ) on preparing documentation of UTS
'C to :,J OD 'C with an accuracy of *50 *C. As compared sensor developed by RC Upra is gratefully acknowledged.
to he past dsigns. the reported design is easier to fabri- Furthermom the authors would like to hank FARO antJ

. . KROTOS experimental mams on their contributions.cate beef% se the signal shape is controlled during Mrica-
tion. Moreover, an improved sheath design improves the
reli2blity of the snsor. Recent davelopme:nts in high speed
electronics have allowed a simplified dign of the sign.,, References
processing circuit This sicnsor has been used successfully
in a umber of FARO xperiments where temperature dis- 11) D. MAGALLON and H. HOHMANN. High pressure
tributions in molten coriurn pools have been masured. corium melt quenching test; in FARU. NuclearEngi-

A level meter sensor based on time dornain eflectomeEry 011tering and Design, 155:253-270.1995.
technique was described. TIds sensur auws moniioiiny im n

, [2) D. MAGALLON aud M. HOHMANN. FPcf C tal
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